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�World Leader in Electroluminescent Technology�

Art and your favorite photos can now be appreciated in a whole new light, thanks
  to a new award winning hi-tech light-bulb  invented by LaserVisions Technology

Inc. of Kelowna, Canada, recipient of Product-of-the-Year for three straight years
running from the Digital Printing Industry.

Thinner than a credit card in sizes as large as a bus shelter poster, as bright as a
fluorescent sign box, Evo�lution Electric Art and Photo provides perfect

homogenous light scattering, edge-to-edge, end-to-end  without the hot and cold
spots often associated with bulky florescent fixtures.  Your favorite Art and Photos
can now be backlit 24/7 at times when you�ll appreciate it most.  No more annoying
Halogen lighting in  your eyes because electroluminescent backlit Art and Photos
incorporates gentle transmissive light, not bright reflective light.  You�ll have far
greater control over color gamut, contrast and depth of field bringing your Art and
Photos to life like you�ve never seen before (see attached examples).

On some models, you can vary the look of the Art and Photos and mood of the
 room by adjusting illumination intensity and color with a small rheostat control

cleverly hidden at the bottom of the picture frame. This is a World First for never
before has Art and Photography looked this good on your wall or tabletop.

Evo�lution Electric Art and Photo represents a revolution in home decor.  Choose
 your Art from the catalog at your favorite gallery and let them coordinate the

printing and framing or call us directly toll free at 1-866-357-4338 and we will do
everything for you.  For the smaller sizes, you can use your own home printer and
our special back-lit film to create dazzling output.  You can choose any frame, any
liner or matt, any print and in any size from 8� by 10� to 4� by 6�.  Power consump-
tion is from 1/3 of a penny per day and it will last for many, many years.
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